ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
There now exists a large body of nucleic acid sequence data. In this study we review the statistical characteristics of the various taxonomic classes and functional domains--protein encoding, structural-RNA encoding, introns, etc.--now accessible within the current data base ( 7 ) . For sequences of three to five hundred bases in length of equal base composition, the expected value of AS is less than 0.10. Table 2 Table 2 gives a value of 26.0 for the overall dyad chi-square of mouse KAPJ CDS, chi-square values of 28.6 (P 2 .5%), 45.1 (P << .l%) and 18.0 (P 5%) are given in Table 3 for Even with the highly nonrandom nature of the nearest neighbor frequencies, these IVS's show no triad to position correlations, as expected for a noncoding sequence. This is the strongest middle base codon to codon correlation seen.
RESULTS

A
the highest value.
This is one of the few eukaryotic cases where the middle base does not show first bases in neighboring codons. The analysis revealed a strong preference for codons to end with a pyrimidine and begin with a purine. The ratio of pyrimidine-purine to purine-pyrimidine boundaries is generally a factor of two or more (Table 4 , columns 1 and 4). Two important exceptions were noted ( Fig. ) within the data examined: these were the four vertebrate insulin coding regions, and the mitochondrial coding sequences.
These properties are highly diagnostic of protein coding domains. Thus the step-three correlations can be used to identify unknown O S ' S , and when combined with the taxa specific nature of codon usage ( 8 , 9 ) , may allow for the primitive genetic organization also does not clarify the origin of the selective pressures apparently operating, though it does support the idea that deep hierarchical (4), regulatory or molecular constraints are involved.
Finally it is worthy of note ( * Since a high proportion of the IVS's interrupt the encoded protein within or at the end of an alpha helix--the thermally most rigid component of globular proteins. The position may be such that new proteins arising from recombination will not have large "peptide loop-outs" exposed to the solvent which could destroy any new globular integrity or function.
